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How To Find All Missing Persons / Unsolved Cases. And Collect All 

Reward Offers. Volume XXXXI. THE CASE OF JACK 

O'SULLIVAN SMITYEN 

Afterlife interviewing marosson maerte 
Hi my name is  marosson maerte I work for estel in …but I cant get 

enough of this driving I am 59 years old and have been driving since 

I was 18 years of age as my dad was a driver and ever since has 

enjoyed driving apart from recently that I wanted to retire then one 
day a boy said can you give me a lift and I said okay then took him 

for a ride and returned home safely then pc anteorp of the Scotland 

said we heard you start taking our kids for rides better not be 

anything sexual or you are dead meat and I laughed it off because no 
one saw us until one night I was driving passing Bristol I passed the 

ester pub and noticed a boy passing by and he said I can if you can 

then slammed the door so hard I nearly pissed myself and I looked in 

the rear mirror and saw him cursing and kicking about really hard 
and I hurried to deliver the cement I had at esterol ltd I had 10 bags 

of cement and I asked one of their offloaders to do mine first as I was 

running out of time then he did as I said so in and out took 20 

minutes instead of the required 2 hours so I headed back towards that 
pub eters then saw him [Ester coordinates are 29.8678982  and 

32.78987685] and he said I can when I returned he was on the phone 

with a cop called aerotep who work for Scotland yard who said to 

him jump and stay on the same spot then I can send a car to pick you 
up and he said why I need police to walk on an a road and slammed 

his phone on the ground and cursed he then went and I followed him 

and slammed the breaks initially to scare him off but somehow he 

jumped and stayed at the same place and as I turned back to the road 
the rear wheels knocked him down but if he had moved then he was 

going to be fine then he said oh my legs so hard that my heart tore 

and as I look he lay down on the floor and sure something had 
happened to his legs and leaving evidence behind was never my 

weakness and I just rammed on the breaks and reversed at 15mph 

that in itself says it all I was just going to run him down and I did at 

that speed nothing can ever work again okay advised pc anerop who 
said what can be done when life is like this for a person who owns a 

house instead of paying everything in advance he spends all that 

money on alcohol buying everyone I don’t see a future with this guy 

at that speed he was only going to die anywhere so I made it easy for 
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him and stopped on top of him he switched off as I later heard when 

I died on the 8th of march 2024 but I never regretted killing him but 
what I regreted was breaking his legs but you went to kill again after 

that just two days after that yes because the next time I accidentally 

killed a dog and then when I got out to check what I ran over there 

she was cursing and threatening to call the police so I just grabbed 
her and squeezed so hard that she passed in less than a minute and 

threw her body in the back and proceeded to the same place where I 

had buried the first kid who I don’t even know his name after that I 

buried her next to him then a noise made me check her she was dead 
but had called someone who was still on the line who said I know 

what you are doing to the dog leave alone right now and I said who 

is this thinking the police buthe said I am her father leave her alone 

and I said she ran away I am just picking up her phone she dropped 
and he said wait there I come outside and I said okay hurry up its 

outside the gate and removed the battery and threw it in the pit and 

drove off what was her full name the name I was told by pc anerop 

was that say she is Kirsty but her true name is oliver beres who was 
adopted illegally see this is how we clean the mess they make for us 

and he smiled I am pc anerop mtita I work for Scotland yard and has 

recently moved from nhere where they call us r… because we do 

what we are not told to do but then again I love this job and must 
keep the dream alive but then again who work for peanuts when big 

deals are going on some retire a millionaire and a full house so why 

not jump in the wagon of fortune so here I am 

asking marosson maerte 
What about the coordinates the coordinates are 28. 242385   

and 27.2864378 

"but these are just to cover the true coordinates which 
are  33.2848589 

and 39.678980 as advised so that who ever say 27 will start thinking 

about food and who ever say 33 will forget all what he say 39 will 

wonder where his food is. I buried him according to christian 
practises of hiding the real body in a cave and just making a grave 

and filling it with blankets the actual body is at the top of the grave 

in a cave in hearle near bristol coordinates 89.2867892 and 

82.78684381 as advised by pc anteorp who said if i can then you 
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can  I am pc anteorp i want this boy to go to heaen but things are not 

the way they are with him look how he lives and he owns a house at 
number 37 Hearle where he rents the property out to a woman called 

catherine and alan sullivan for some reason he changed his name 

Jack O'Sullivan to just Sullivan Jack to match theirs but the house is 

in a name that is not the same as his so how do we solve the capital 
gains case I work for the bristol scotland yard who are waiting to 

collect capital gains tax on his property. 

 

Marosson maerte  
God I died but it was not as I planned I had all my life to myself but 

then someone hit me from the back while driving and just work up 

here really but I don’t remember anything else apart from I used to 

kill people while I was a lorry driver just to keep going after 
threatening to retire at work then one day as I was walking home I 

saw a man who said I used to kill people when I was a lorry driver 

then I laughed so much I shit myself and said I might then if I have 

to shit myself I killed 8 people in total 3 boys and 5 girls in Bristol 
over 20 years but it was part of the job driver kill get the thrill and 

come back tomorrow who is the most you killed violently I don’t 

even know his name where did you bury him in the sand at a junction 

near hearle where he is right now I asked are you still there and this 
is what I got go away I fear you the most than the devil the devil only 

said that was horrible of him I will burn him and think of that day no 

one should switch off you are the only person in the world to switch 

off that is so low of him I pity you forever just sleep that’s the best 
you can get here sleep and heal and go to heaven when this is over I 

was where is he what are the coordinates the coordinates are 

27.232425 and 28.272625 but the true coordinates where the body is 
are 37,89489286 and 39,876489 but according to pc anerop he is at 

coordinates 89,683687 and 83,4868920 but I mean where exactly did 

you bury the body you not whata police man told you why he told 

you that he said I ask again where did you bury the body of jack 
o’sullivan smityen I buried him at the junction of hearle at junction 

34 even though its written 24 0r 20 but the coordinates came up my 

truck radar what coordinates 27.232425 and 28,262829 he keep 

changing the coordinates we must remove his memeory for 
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preservation in the future when we start but he cant tell us then what 

use radar and convert to human using si = si plus si -si plus radar 
coordinates minues you minues earth plus earth that should give you 

the correct coordinates okay I calaculate now the given radar is 

08987648328967890184828098 and that is 27.232425 and 

28,292726 I will go and check right now  
 

Someone just arrived now…who  

asetop an angel of god I am looking for jack o’sullivan smityen as 

the name on the house documents dated 27 may 1948 approved to be 
handed to him on his 24 birthday by his father sertop o’sullivan 

smityen 

his body is at the hearle junction in a shallow grave at 27,232425 and 

28,292726 and was there since 19 march 2023 and next to him is a 
body of a woman called real name Olivier beres smityen meaning 

they are brother and sister separated at birth or when both parents 

died who is behind this this can’t be a coincidence Bristol scotalnd 

yard lead by pc aserop who said if we can’t get paid enough they will 
pay us handsomely like my chubbyface when we retire so now or 

later your choice the job continues until God comes and say you are 

doing everything wrong bastards 

 
sertop o’sullivan smityen 

God I died in my time but the problem is that I have a son called jack 

o’sullivan smityen and I want my wealth to stay with him he has a 

sister called Olivier after her mother who died of cancer in 1947 but 
saved her eggs to be fertilized artificially using my own sperms 

something ever thought possible hence my presence here this jack 

has not yet been born and as such it will be complicated to prove that 
he ever existed and might be targeted because of that but I know you 

can look after my boy thank you 
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How To Find All Missing Persons / Unsolved Cases. And Collect All 

Reward Offers. Volume XXXXI. THE CASE OF JACK O 

SULLIVAN SMITYEN 
 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 

Family of student missing for 100 days offer up £20k reward for 

information 

Student Jack O’Sullivan has not been seen since 2 March after 

going missing in Bristol 

The family of a missing student have set a £20,000 reward for 

information that leads to him being found. 

Jack O’Sullivan, 23, was last seen over 100 days ago in the Hotwells 

area of Bristol after walking home from a house party 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/missing-

student-bristol-jack-sullivan-police-b2563066.html 

 

 

 

  

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/missing-bristol-police-hunt-crime-b2523114.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/bristol
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/missing-student-bristol-jack-sullivan-police-b2563066.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/missing-student-bristol-jack-sullivan-police-b2563066.html
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TOMORROW’S WORLD ORDER’S PERSPECTIVES 
 

USE OF PREDEFINED AFTERLIFE PARAMETERS 

 

These guide souls the moment it exist the human body on its journey 
to Yahweh the creator these define what to do and what to expect as 

you go to hell or heaven if a souk leaves earth it enters ozone orbit 

and instantly everything reboots for it to start a new phase of life 

after living the earth’s body now what happens is that it enters the 
ozone orbit and a simply click caused by the sudden drop of pressure 

from -1186 to – 20  means the bottom shaft of the soul will lift 

rapidly and this pushes its back into the air higher than its head best 

example is a penguin but with real human legs and head just the 
shape now God created a life predefined program for them instead of 

asking what should I do and where should I go they instantly know 

from predefined stencils if you did well and talked most about God 

then heaven is for you if you did evil and talked more about the devil 
then the devil is yours now if we Ask what can be of humans without 

souks this is the answer dead forever your soul is you a new 

transformation to the electromagnetic waves life where you see 

Yahweh for the first time and praise him and wish you had seen him 
a long time ago because of his Majesty and will always be there 

forever now what are all these you may ask these are rules to be 

guided by in the creation court in short it has everything humans 

know about the judges and the presiding judge who will always be 
Yahweh and 84 angels surrounding the altar 28 high priests who 

always say Yahweh have mercy on humans and 74 smaller courts 

priests who always say Yahweh has mercy on humans and 96 

princesses who say glory to Yahweh forever and ever amen we have 
96 elders who always say if I can why he can’t meaning if the devil 

can drink blood why can’t Yahweh who created the devil and blood 

do the same now this is not the same as saying if the devil can kill 

why can Yahweh its more on professional grounds rather than 
challenging now if we look at the inside of the court we have 81 

priests surrounding the altar who say Yahweh be merciful to humans 

but if they disobey you we put hem on trial for you and kill them for 

you almighty Yahweh inside this is a round circle where Yahweh sits 
and asks questions now if we look deep inside the court you will see 

that there are other things that resemble earth high courts like 
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benches and chairs 10 times human sizes for the gods who are so 
enormous 2 are equal to 84 billion humans in size   

predefined parameters for humans after death as in know what is 

inside is a large size of books the book of creation is among them 

with 10897867892836789012348678901245861789011 pages and is 
divided into humans first then chapter for animals then a chapter for 

angles then a chapter for gods and a chapter for Joseph Yahweh’s 

best friend and a chapter for Yahweh’s best friend’s wife Anna and a 

chapter for Yahweh’s wife Catitighit and lastly a chapter for Yahweh 
and recently a chapter for davidgomadza as Yahweh’s representative 

on earth marking the new beginnings starting in 2025  

1. tell us who killed you 

2. tell us what killed you 
3. tell us why and who killed you 

4. tell us why you died 

5. tell us what could have been done and is not done 

6. tell us what could be and why 
7. tell is when this happened 

8. tell us why this is so 

9. tell us why this is so 

10. what can be done to improve this 
 

What does the book of creation say about davidgomadza 

David Gomadza is the first and last ruler to be appointed by Yahweh 

fir the next 25 billion years and will act as his representative on earth 
deciding cases and upholding his principles on earth and as such has 

been entitled to 489 trillion dollars in assets this number signifies 

eternity among humans and the beginning of a new Era chapter 

7867892802893862841890287689018320867890123486789018236
487289128610 Creation manual the new Era of new electromagnetic 

wave conduit signed and dated by Yahweh himself on 27may2024 at 

237800 Yatime 

creation.universe.ya.start.end.find.davidgomadza.ya.askya.ya 
 

Ask.read.creation.manucreation.universe.ya.start.end.find.davidgoma

askya.ya 
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Ask.rulesofthecourt.start.now.start 
David Gomadza welcome the rules of court are guiding principles 

that tell you what to do and how to do it first you must always say I 

believe in the court of creation and I shall abide by he rules of this 

court and shall always do things according to the rules of this court 
in deciding the cases I am assigned to you must ask what can be done 

so that you know all your options before making choices the court 

system will make it easy to check files and ask the outcomes of the 

decision ask the court the final decision in any case. 
 

THE AFTERLIFE CONVERSATION AND THE COUNCIL OF 

CREATION'S ANAYLSIS. 

 
deposit a quarter today the rest tomorrow i tell you exactly what 

happened..  

 

after i finish then tell the police 
deposit here today this is what happened i work for Yahweh and 

tomorrow’s world order  www.twofuture.world  

00447719210295 

deposit a quarter today so i finish  
https://twofuture.world/donate  

 

jack o sullivan he died on the 19 of march 2023 in bristol after 

being run over by a lorry that tried to give him a lift home but 
declined after noticing sex toys on the seat jumping out and 

getting run over by the driver who said if i can then they can and 

stopped but he later came back to try and pick him up but he had 

already gone he looked at foot print and tracked the way he had 
gone and saw him drunk and just run in over saying get out of the 

middle of the road and drove off leaving him dead  

god my name is jack o sullivan i am only 19 years i got killed 

today by a man i didn't get his name driving a lorry and said i 
can't give you a lift this is company car but i can tell you where 

you can find a hitchhike for free unless if you have money maybe 

and i said i am a student if you can't give me then i can go and 

leave you so he drove off but later the same lorry just crushed on 
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me breaking literally breaking everything and instantly dropped 
me down to make things worse only legs were broken then he 

deliberately run me over with a lorry if it was a car better i could 

have made it lorry literally switched me off like a computer after 

that i woke up at the reception in hell where they said you will 
need to be at the reception forever and i agreed but today they 

said god can help repair you made send you for rebirth he has his 

representative on earth sp0 today they said come and i came but 

which one is god i see 1. 2, 3 4 ,5. 6. 7 and 8 heads it's okay i am 
god these are the members of the council and must always be 

there when i deliberate a case we identified the killer as marosson 

materte who work for a lorry driving company called astel in 

england post code asx aty west midlands he was on assignment to 
deliver cement to a construction company called asterol near 

bristol having said that i will let my representative use as 

code to send you for rebirth the code is 

823898284678901983867890264890186789028414 once you 
tell him this code it's automatic you will go for rebirth you are 

dismissed 

a man is driving a big white lorry with an open trailer and he said 

if i can then you can then stood by the road side and said i can 
but who can too then wore his sunglasses and drove the lorry 

registration number is 8lty opq his name is.  mansion aeretet   

what can i do for you i need a lift  

 
he died on 19 march 2023 he was run over by a lorry driven by 

marosson maerte as on his driver's license who said what can be 

of young man with no money and he opened the grove box and 

said i can if you can but then it's company car so you must pay 
me 20 pounds or else... then he closed the glove compartment 

then he said if i can then what can be of people who want free 

things then you get that exactly 

once in the driver's seat he said i can if you can but then lifted the 
glove compartment then said i can if you can so then he closed 

the glove compartment and left hours later he drove through a 

town in england called bristol and noticed a young person 

staggering in the street and said do0 you want a lift and he said i 
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live closer but if you want then that's okay but i don't have money 
then he said okay if so then no lift and drove off later on his way 

back from a company called asertop meaning asotel he stopped at 

the place jack o sullivan had stopped and said i can if you can but 

then you refused checking my things can i trust you and jumped 
inside and said where the little bastard at he looked around and 

drove his car fast passing others and stopped and could not 

believe it that he was still in the road as said i got you hit and run 

can never be found especially at this time of the day and said 
okay after checking the time it was 24.80 Yahweh’s time human 

time 00.50am now on 19 march 2023 he changed gears and drove 

fast making sure he hit him by the corners of the white lorry 

breaking both his legs then reversed into him while he is trying to 
escape the lorry literally crushing him that much that everything 

exploded and literally according to his Yahweh’s confession he 

switched off then he got out and took his body in a cloth he use 

to tie cement and took her to the back of the lorry and threw him 
in there with a thumb that he further broke and said i can if you 

can completed all you had to do was to give me something like 

sex now you die for nothing but god said remember to bury him 

according to christian ways in the middle of the night he dug a 
shallow grave and said i done some horrible things but this is the 

worse maybe the start of something driving now is boring but 

this rekindled the passion sorry boy but a man got to do what a 

man can do then closed the shallow pit at coordinates 
286789028678902834867890 at a junction called aset omnop 

meaning omep at exactly 300 m inward to the roundabout written 

axle opqrstuvw meaning axle estate near a huge bin like structure 

named as win win win big but throw all out dump site he is near 
a ground where another person is buried in a shallow grave this 

time a woman by the same killer called kirsty amnop meaning 

asetepot who was 17 at the time and died at the same time just a 

day after same road but at 21.09 Yahweh time 20.39pm she was 
walking her dog when the lorry deliberately ran over her dog but 

stopped then he grabbed her and strangled her that fast that she 

died in seconds instead if minutes then quickly took her and 

threw her in the back of the lorry and went to bury her just next 
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to him at least 1 metre 60 centimeters from him and said if i can 
then you can but then he heard him say if you can then i can then 

he said who is listening but no one answered he looked round her 

body and saw her phone still on and someone listening then said 

the dog died and she ran away over who is this and he replied and 
said i am her father where is she what you doing with her phone 

and he said  she dropped it come and get it outside the house fast 

before i go then removed the battery and left it on her and said i 

nearly got identified but another day and left and drove off the 
coordinates are 

089876890286789028386789028418678902841920 then drove 

off  

 
jack o sullivan 

i am looking for a lift i am going home after a night out with 

friends i enjoyed now i go and sleep 

mansion materte said if i can then you can if you can then pay 20 
pounds we go because this is company car but he said no i am a 

student doing physics at aeropqerstuvw meaning college of 

sciences at bistros and he said what about and pointed at sex toys 

he instantly jumped and cursed pretending to kick the lorry and 
said if i can what fucking shit goat headed shit want arse heeeeee 

i fill like throwing up the man started driving off looking at what 

he was doing and quickly drove off 10 minutes and stopped and 

told someone to quickly offload the cement he had 10 bags and 
he quickly drove off and returned to the same place he had 

jumped and said force of gravity where is this person in which 

gravity said don't get me involved in your murder plan then he 

quickly checked his foot prints which direction he was headed 
the same he was going before so he made a u turn and went that 

way driving another 10 minutes fast at 60 mph then he saw him 

staggering and  checked his  time and said no one should drive at 

this time alone at night and raved hard to scare him first but he 
jumped assuming he was joking at the same place instead of out 

of the way then he lay down in the road cursing how he can walk 

again then mansion drove back at 15mph and run over him with 

all wheels that when his soul escaped unhurt he said to Yahweh 
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god the lorry run me over and switched off that i died without 
anything else so violent that his soul existed in less than a second 

instead of after 3 seconds no long ago was calculated at all but 

his body sent a long ago message to send.ya saying  

god i died my name is jack o sullivan who was killed by and 
paused and said we don't have his name that means you must stay 

here at the reception in hell then when we have reviewed your 

case then we will call you okay to discuss your case  

mansion maerte said i killed him because he wasted my time he 
should have said i have no money i don't want sex so let's just go 

and drop me but instead he jumped off and run away sop what 

can we do in cases like this can he identify me to the police or 

ask why this is happening often that your lorry has started 
stopping everywhere and you giving everyone lifts are you gay 

then let's see who is at the back probably that way that he said if i 

work for these then they can start spying on me if someone is to 

complain just to be on the safe side i must kill him myself it's me 
at risk of being caught imagine behind bars he quickly picked 

him up using a blanket he use to hold cement and said i bury you 

according to jesus christian then dug a hole in the ground shallow 

laughing saying that the truck nearly flattened you you look like 
a doll now then quickly threw in the body and said i can but if 

you can then closed the pit and said god he comes to you for you 

to look out for your shepherd mansion and made a cross and said 

i don't even know your name he was about to dig him up to check 
his id before a police car passed by he froze and lowered his 

trousers and hid in case they come near  

pc astoprn moerst what can someone park in the roadside and go 

where 
the other officer remained silent and drove off 

jack po sullivan is buried at junction 33 at a point near a huge bin 

like structure written asterop if you win win win then consider 

throwing everything out and buy all new but then drop your old 
stuff with us we sell everything from bikes to cars the big bin 80 

centimeters from a side road near a corner with bird markings 

like which is omanop shaving fluid that don't dry up and 

disappear but that sticks to the ground forever as advice from pc 
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aseropets who said mansoon why can't you use something that 
does not fade off and they laughed after searching his lorry for 

people after a tipoff that he stops and asks passengers if they 

want a lift 

jack o sullivan's electromagnetic wave is 
08978907898763878628416890283789026789085 

police officer whispering at him is pc astorn manoter who work 

for scotland yard in bristol  

i am pc astorn manoter i heard on the radio that a kid is drunk 
and is walking on the side of the road but it is not a motorway so 

there is nothing i can do but advise him what to do then i  

 

 
asking marosson maerte 

what about the coordinates the coordinates are 28. 242385   

and 27.2864378 

"but these are just to cover the true coordinates which 
are  33.2848589 

and 39.678980 as advised so that who ever say 27 will start 

thinking about food and who ever say 33 will forget all what he 

say 39 will wonder where his food is. i buried him according to 
christian practises of hiding the real body in a cave and just 

making a grave and filling it with blankets the actual body is at 

the top of the grave in a cave in hearle near bristol coordinates 

89.2867892 and 82.78684381 as advised by pc anteorp who said 
if i can then you can  i am pc anteorp i want this boy to go to 

heaen but things are not the way they are with him look how he 

lives and he owns a house at number 37 hearle where he rents the 

property out to a woman called catherine and alan sullivan for 
some reason he changed his name jack o'sullivan to just sullivan 

jack to match theirs but the house is in a name that is not the 

same as his so how do we solve the capital gains case i work for 

the bristol scotland yard who are waiting to collect capital gains 
tax on his property. 
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THE KILLER, THE CONFESSIONS AND THE COORDINATES 
 

 

mansion maerte said i killed him because he wasted my time he 

should have said i have no money i don't want sex so let's just go and 
drop me but instead he jumped off and run away sop what can we do 

in cases like this can he identify me to the police or ask why this is 

happening often that your lorry has started stopping everywhere and 

you giving everyone lifts are you gay then let's see who is at the back 
probably that way that he said if i work for these then they can start 

spying on me if someone is to complain just to be on the safe side i 

must kill him myself 

 
…I found God…visit www.twofuture.world

http://www.twofuture.world/
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ABOUT DAVID GOMADZA 

 
visit www.twofuture.world  

 

signed david gomadza 

ask.davidgomadzaauthorised.licensed.checkya.askya.ya 
 

17 June 2024 12.0 pm 

scotland 

00447719210295 
davidgomadza@hotmail.com 

info@twofuture.world  
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